
In the text below, six sentences have been removed. Choose the most 
suitable sentence from the list A-G for each part 1- 6 of the text. There is one 
extra that you don’t need to use. 
 
1 C 
2 F 
3 A 
4 G 
5 B 
6 E 
? D 

 
Below there is a text whose commas and periods have been deleted. Decide 
where there are complete ideas and add the punctuation required. If you use 
a period, write a capital letter on top of the letter of the following word. 
 
Lewis is a young inventor and orphan. While longing for a family of his own, Lewis 
has grown saddened over the years as all his attempts to be adopted seem to 
have failed. As well, each and every invention he attempts to fashion meets with 
disaster. 
 
One day, Lewis' thinking turns to his Mother, and why she chose to leave him on 
the orphanage's doorstep all those years ago. This leads Lewis to think that maybe 
deep within his mind, a memory of her still exists, and maybe with it, he can find his 
Mom and reunite with her. 
 
Lewis then tinkers non-stop on a machine to unearth the memory deep in his mind. 
Unrealized to Lewis, the constant tinkering sleep-deprives his roommate, Mike 
Yagoobian (also known as 'Goob'). however, Lewis is too busy with his own work 
to realize the effect on the other boy. 
 
While Goob goes to play on the school baseball team, Lewis takes his invention to 
the science fair. During the science fair, he runs into a strange boy named Wilbur 
Robinson, who cautions him to stay away from 'The Bowler-Hat Guy.' Lewis 
ignores this, and attempts to make his invention work. Unknown to him, the 
'Bowler-Hat Guy' and his hat (a mechanical creation) sabotage the item, causing it 
to malfunction, sending Lewis sadly running back to the orphanage. 
 
Write in the space below each sentence, the tense or tenses you find. 
 
Nowadays, people read a lot of science fiction stories. 
SIMPLE PRESENT 
 
(1) We are beginning to discover how (2) science is evolving based on (3) the 
themes science fiction writers dealt with. 
1. PRESENT PROGRESSIVE, 2. PRESENT PROGRESSIVE, 3. SIMPLE PAST 



(1) Many old science fiction stories have been imitated though (2) the new version 
are not as good. 
1. PRESENT PERFECT, SIMPLE PRESENT 
 
(1) Many believe that (2) people are going to live in other planets, orbital stations or 
even the moon. 
1. SIMPLE PRESENT, 2. FUTURE 
 
When (1) famous science fiction writers were young, (2) they were already thinking 
of the famous stories (3) they wrote. 
 
1. SIMPLE PAST, 2. PAST PROGRESSIVE, 3. SIMPLE PAST 
 


